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PART 1: ARE YOU AT RISK OF VIOLATING HIPAA?

GUIDE TO HIPAA COMPLIANT WEBSITES
If you’re involved in the healthcare industry, you should be thinking about how HIPAA 

HIPAA guidelines in the online world.

discuss how to ensure your website is compliant. And in part 3, we include some further 
reading on HIPAA.

Protected health information (PHI) is personally identifiable medical or payment information related to health 
services. That includes:

If your website collects any individually identifiable medical information, such as symptoms, conditions, or 
requested healthcare services, you are collecting PHI.

Live chat

Does your website need to be HIPAA compliant?   Yes  No

https://medrankinteractive.com/

Yes! Healthcare practices and other establishments in the medical industry must proceed 
with caution for various safety reasons. In order to protect patients’ records and maintain 
confidentiality, medical institutions must create websites that are HIPAA compliant.

https://privacyruleandresearch.nih.gov/pr_07.asp
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Once you understand what PHI is and whether you collect it through your website, you should consider how and 
if you are storing that information. The Privacy Rule of HIPAA requires that entities that store PHI take reason-
able measures to protect it. If you keep individually identifiable medical information on a server, that server must 
be encrypted and secure. 

Transmitting PHI includes sending information via email, web forms or other types of digital messaging. To stay 
HIPAA compliant when transmitting PHI, all emails, email servers and web forms involved should be encrypted 
and secured.

What is a business associate contract?
A business associate contract is an agreement between an organization and its “business associate” that has 
access to PHI collected by the organization. The contract requires that business partners follow HIPAA guide-
lines to keep PHI secure. Learn more about the provisions of the business associate agreement here.

What if your website is not HIPAA compliant?
If your website collects, stores, or transmits PHI, and does not take reasonable measures to secure that data, you 
may be in violation of HIPAA. If you are, you run the risk of HIPAA penalty fines, which are not cheap. Depending 
on the scale of the violation, the number of patients affected, and the level of negligence, a fine can range from 
$100 to $50,000. 

Do you need to sign a business associate contract?
If vendors or service providers you work with store, transmit or have access to PHI, then you should sign a 
business associate contract with them to meet HIPAA guidelines (with some exceptions).

Consultants

Accountants

Other partners that have access to data you collect

https://medrankinteractive.com/

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/covered-entities/sample-business-associate-agreement-provisions/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/guidance/business-associates/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/guidance/business-associates/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/covered-entities/sample-business-associate-agreement-provisions/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/compliance-enforcement/enforcement-process/index.html
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How do you make your website HIPAA compliant?
If your site is not compliant, you should establish new processes, starting with these essential steps:

Ensure all web forms on your site are encrypted and secure

Only send emails containing PHI through encrypted email servers

Ensure that PHI is only accessible to authorized individuals

Establish processes to delete, backup and restore PHI as needed

PART 2: HOW TO MAKE YOUR WEBSITE HIPAA COMPLIANT

https://medrankinteractive.com/

Still not sure if your website is HIPAA compliant?
Because the internet is such a vast, ever-changing landscape, the language around HIPAA regulations for 
websites are intentionally vague at times. This leads to a lot of uncertainty. However, if you take reasonable 
steps to secure PHI, control who accesses it and partner with HIPAA compliant organizations, you can protect 
your patient’s privacy and avoid violations and fines.

Contact Med Rank Interactive at info@medrankinteractive.com and we can help!

• Liquid Web   • Go Daddy 

• Host Gator   • Site Ground

• Bluehost

https://www.liquidweb.com/
https://www.hostgator.com/web-hosting?utm_source=google&utm_medium=brandsearch&kclickid=9abbd147-f684-4c93-b132-70293a535635&kenshoo_ida=Host%20Gator%20IDA&adid=381335824745&utm_term=host%20gator&matchtype=e&addisttype=g&campaign=2043273492&adgroup=79038778769&gclid=CjwKCAiAx_DwBRAfEiwA3vwZYvkPjAsK1YV8BWs5eyapU-sq-Lbn58tGRGAWp5fF1SA9IGyCRtc66hoC1FQQAvD_BwE
https://www.bluehost.com/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=brandsearch&kclickid=9abbd147-f684-4c93-b132-70293a535635&kenshoo_ida=Blue%20Host%20IDA&gclid=CjwKCAiAx_DwBRAfEiwA3vwZYlEo5d67ARoBWYLqfKIqLXe6D1fwRE2W7bxqqjOlynW34KHUvLrAmRoCE0AQAvD_BwE&utm_campaign=affiliate-link_searchbrandpromo_PPC
https://sg.godaddy.com/
https://www.siteground.com/
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Learn More About HIPAA
  •  Understanding HIPAA’s Privacy Rule

  •  Understanding HIPAA’s Security Rule

  •  Examples of HIPAA Cases

  •  FAQ Database

About Business Associates
  •  Understanding Business Associates

  •  Sample Business Associate Agreement Provisions

Staying Compliant
  •  HIPAA Compliance Security Checklist

  •  Guide to Privacy and Security of PHI

  •  More on Keeping PHI Secure

This guide is not comprehensive, so we have included some helpful resources and next steps to familiarize your-
self with HIPAA and website compliance.

Med Rank Interactive works with healthcare organizations of all sizes to grow their patients online through digital
 marketing and web development. Learn more about Med Rank Interactive and our work in the healthcare industry.

-

PART 3: HIPAA RESOURCES

https://medrankinteractive.com/

•  Protected Health Information (PHI) Defined

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/laws-regulations/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/security/laws-regulations/index.html
https://privacyruleandresearch.nih.gov/pr_07.asp
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/compliance-enforcement/examples/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/faq/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/guidance/business-associates/index.html
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/covered-entities/sample-business-associate-agreement-provisions/index.html
https://www.hipaahq.com/hipaa-security-rule-compliance-checklist/
https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/privacy/privacy-and-security-guide.pdf
https://luxsci.com/blog/what-makes-a-web-site-hipaa-secure.html

